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The initial decision. heret.fore filed OD Janu.ry

JO~ 1967 in these proceedings. ordered, ~!!!!, that the

registration of registrant, Waldman & Co., be revoked and

that respondents Norman Pollisky, Aaron J. Gabriel, and

Allan Harris be barred from association witb a broker-dealer.

Pursuant to Rule l7(f) of the Rule. of Practice, the initial

decision did not become final as to Pollisky, Gabriel, and

Harris, who petitioned for aMwere granted review of the

initial decision by the Commission.

After oral ar~ument. the Commission determined that

the initial deCision of January 30, 1967 was unclear with

respect to the quantum of proof relied upon in making the

findin~s of fact and reaching the conclusions of law therein.

Because of the uncertainty in this regard, the Commission

declined for the present to consider the other issues raised

in these proceedings and re.anded the case "for the purpose

of enabling the hearing examiner to make findings with respect

to the petitioners specifically based on an application of the

preponderance of evidence."

This initial decision is rendered in accordance with

the directions of the remand. However, to lay to rest any

doubt with respect to the findings mede as to registrant and

the other individual respondents, as well al to obviate possible

question based upon a recital of different or additional facts
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or the interpretation to be given to phraseology found in this

as compared to the previous decision, it is now stated that

the findings of fact and conclusions of law in the initial

decision dated January 30, 1967 were made and reached only

after determination that the preponderance of the evidence sus-

tained such findings and conclusions.

Note has been taken of the Com.ission's view that no

objection is seen to consideration in this initial decision

of briefs and statements filed subsequent to the January 30,

1967 initial decision. Accordingly, the record upon which

this initial decision is based includes those briefs and state-

aents that have been filed or made after January 30, 1967.

Nature of Proceedings

The remand by its terms is for the purpose of having

the hearing examiner "reconsider the issues as to respondents

Gabriel, Harris and Pollisky, and issue an initial decision

pursuant to this remand which shall make such findings as to

them as may be based upon the preponderance of the evidence in

the record." References will necessarily have to be made to

respondent registrant and to the eleven other individual

respondents in connection with the charges that Pollisky, Gabriel

and Harris acted in concert with the other respondents.

Proceedin~s in this metter were instituted by the Com-

mission on November 3, 1965 pursuant to Section 15(b) and l5A
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of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") to

determine whether alle~ations of the Division of Trading and

Markets ("Division") that the respondents, Waldman 6& Co.

("registrant"). Seymour Waldman ("WBldman"). Elliot Rose.

Bernard Portnoy, Frank Engelman, Julius Gladstein, Samuel

Lewis. Stuart Davis, Louis Pilnick. Reoben Ehrlich. Hartin A.

Fleishman, Norman Rabat, Norman Pollisky. Aaron J. Gabriel,

and Allan Harris wilfully violated and wilfully aided and

abetted violations of the Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities

Act") and the Exchange Act are true, and whether remedial

action pursuant to Sections lS(b) and ISA of the Exchan~e Act

is necessary.

The Division alle~ed, in substanee, that from January 1.

1964 to November 3, 1965 respondents, singly Bnd in concert,

wilfully violated and wilfully aided and abetted violations of

Section 17(a) of the Securities Act, and Sections lOeb) and

lS(c)(l) of the Exchange Act and Rules lOb-S and l5cl-2 there-

under. by offering and selling stock of Development Corporation

of America ("DCA") and that of United Iltilities Corp. of Florida

("UUF") by means of an intensive "boiler room" type sales

campaign which included use of various misrepresentations and

omissions of meterial facts concerning the present operations

and future activities of DCA and UUF and the prospects of

financial reward from investments in the stocks of those companiesi

\,,
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The Order for Fublic Proceedings also sets forth that the Co.-

mission's public files disclose that registrant, Waldman. Rose.

Portnoy, Gladstein, Pilnick, Ehrlich, and Fleishman were enjoined

from violations of the anti-fraud provisions of the Securities

Act and Exchan~e Act in the offer and sale of common stocks of

DCA and UUF by a pr-eliminary injunction issued by a United States
11

District Court in New York on Hay 13, 1965.-

Answers which included general denials of the Division's

allegations were filed by Pollisky, Gabriel, and Herris.

Gabriel and Harris appeared at the hearin~ and partici-

pated therein through counsel. Althou~h presently represented

by counsel, Pollisky appeared pro!! at the hearin~, and, after

bein~ advised of his rights to counsel, decided to participate

therein without counsel.

As part of the post-hearing procedures, successive fil-

in~s of proposed findings, conclusions, and supporting briefs

were specified. Timely filings thereof were made by the Divi-

sion, Gabriel, and Harris. Pollisky's counterstatement of

proposed findings and conclusions filed January 31, 1967, and

those briefs and statements filed subsequent to January 30,

1967, except for Pollisky's brief filed April 13. 1967 which

was stricken and removed from the record on motion of counsel

11 S.E.C. v. Waldman, Rose & Company. Civil No. 65-1198
(S.D.N.Y., May 13. 1965).
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for Pollisky, are part of the record now bein~ considered.

The findings and conclusions herein are based upon the

preponderance of the evidence as determined from the record

and observation of the various witnesses.

Respondents

Re~istrant, under its present name and previous style

of Waldman, Rose & Co., was re~istered under the Exchan~e Act

as a broker-dealer from May II, 1963, to March 1, 1967 when

its re~istration was revoked. During the period in question

re~istrant used the mails and means and instruments of trans-

portation and communication in interstate commerce to effect

transactions in DCA and UUF stock. Waldman and Rose were

~eneral partners of reRistrant until March 12, 1965, at which

time the re~istrant became a partnership of Waldman and Lucille

Waldman. Respondents Babat, Davis, Ehrlich, Engelman, Fleishman,

Gladstein, Harris, Lewis, Pilnick, Pollisky and ~ortnoy were

registrant~s salesmen durin~ the period in question, with

Harris being employed from about July 30, 1965 to October 14,

1965. and Pollisky from about December 16, 1964 until about

March 15, 1965. On the dates that registrant employed Babat,

En~e1man, Fleishman, and lortnoy, or during the course of that

employment, each of them was or became a respondent in proceed-
, ~I

ings instituted by the Commission under the Exchan~e Act.

21 Thomas F. Quinn, File No. 8-8997, January II, 1965 (Babat,
Fleishman); William Glanzman & Co., Inc., File No. 8-10312,
May 27, 1963 (Engleman); Costello, Russotto & Co., File No.
3-163, Hay 24, 1~5 (Fleishman); Fabrikant Securities Corpora-
tion, File No. 8-9565, July 17, 1964 (Portnoy).
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In addition, Babat'.securities activities prior to his employ-

sent by registrant resulted in a permanent injunction against
l'hi.. At the time of the entry of that injunction on June 1,

4/
1965 Babat was still in registrant's employ.

As a result of an injunctive action filed by the Com-

mission on April 20, 1965~ a preliminary injunction was entered

on May 13, 1965 in the United States District Court in New York

enjoining registrant, Waldman, Rose, Ehrlich, Fleishman,

Gladstein, Pilnick, and Portnoy from violating the anti-fraud

provisions of the Securities Act and Exchange Act in the offer
2/

and sale of DCA and UUF stocks.

Gabriel entered the securities business in 1954, and was

employed as a salesman by several broker-dealers over the years

until 1958, when he activated his own securities firm under the name
6/

of Gabriel Securities, later changed to A.J. Gabriel Co., Inc. About

1/ S.E.C. v. Bankers Intercontinental Investment Co., Limited,
Civil No. 65-24-CF <S.D. Fla., June 1, 1965).

4/ An amendment to registrant's application for re~istration
setting forth the existence of the injunction a~ainst Babat
was filed June 16, 1965.

2' S.E.C. v~ Waldman, Rose & Company, supra.

61 A withdrawal of the re~istration of A.J. Gabriel Co., Inc.
as a broker-dealer became effective on March 17. 1966.
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October, 1964, Gabriel moved from e building in which he had

an office for several years into en office with a .ales .. n

of re~istrant until September, 1965. Allegedly, Gabriel was

a salesman for registrant during the period in question.

Gabriel denies that he was a sales .. n for registrant and con-
I

tends that he sublet the space he wes usin~ from registrant

for the purpose of carrying on a consulting business under

the name of National Business Consultants and for servicing

old customers of A. J. Gabriel Co., Inc. Waldman's testimony

is that neither he nor Rose ever employed Gabriel in any

capacity, and that Gabriel was never employed by registrant

nor ever on registrant's payroll.

Gabriel's testimony is that during the summer of 1964

he repeatedly refused offers by Rose of employment as a sales-

man for re~istrant pendin~ the outcome of an NASD Bction that
71

had been taken against him and A. J.Gabriel Co., Inc., but

about September, 1964 moved into space leased by registrant

in order to cut down expenses. The move resulted from a con-

versation with Rose in which Gabriel asked if re~istrant had

space available for him. DurinR the discussion Rose indicated

re~istrant was taking additional space and looking for sales-

men; Gabriel suggested Seymour Forrest, who had worked for

11 A. J. Gabriel Co., Inc., Securities Exchange Act Release
No. 7696 (September 3, 1965).
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hi_, 8S a prospective salesmen, and agreed to move into one

of re~istrant's offices, sharing it with Forrest. In exchange

for office space located on the floor below registrant's

principal offices and for telephone service consisting of a

private telephone and a second set connected to registrant's

switchboard, Gabriel's payment was to be one-half the $75 per

month rent on that office and an additional amount for use of

the telephones. In addition, Gabriel was to pay Rose an

unspecified percentage, which was to be later a~reed upon. on

any business Gabriel obtained through use of the telephones.

To the contrary, Forrest testified that Gabriel was

supposed to receive $200 per week from registrant; that Gabriel

offered and sold stock of DCA and UUF to his former customers;

that Gabriel identified himself to customers es Forrest or,

after Forrest left registrant's employ and Ehrlich replaced

him in the office, as Ehrlich; and that a ~irl in registrant's

employ placed telephone calls for Gabriel end Ehrlich to former

customers of Gabriel end to persons whose names were taken

from a telephone directory. Forrest further testified that

in one instance while he had Dr. C.R. on the telephone, Gabriel

interrupted for the purpose of offering DCA stock to Dr. C.R.

Upon Dr. C.R.'s agreeing to buy 1,000 shares, Gabriel had

Forrest make out the order ticket. The commission on the sale

to Dr. C.R. was paid to Gabriel by means of a check which
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registrant made payable to Forrest. who then cashed it and
8/

turned over the proceeds to Gabriel.- Dr. C.R.'s corrobor-

ating testimony was that Gabriel broke into a conversation he

was having with Forrest; that Gabriel made various favorable

statements about DCA and its stock. and that upon Gabriel's

finishin~ his sales talk. he heard Gabriel tell Forrest to

"take the order from Dr. R." When Forrest came back on the

telephone. Dr. C.R. Rave him an order for I.OO~ shares of DCA
stock.

The preponderance of the evidence relating to Gabriel's

role while occupying space in registrant's office est8~lishps

~he~ Csh~lel. pursuant to agreement with registrent's prin-

cipals. acted as a salesman for registrant. Gabriel's state-

ments that he carried on a business under the name of National

Business Consultants are given credence. but such activity

does not negate an additional and simultaneous association

with registrant. That the two activities were not inconsistent

is well evidenced by the fact. unbeknownst to registrant for

some time. that Ehrlich. an acknowledged salesman for registrant,

was devoting a substantial amount of time to Gabriel's other

interests. Gabriel's denials that he was a salesman cannot be

8/ Less a small amount that Forrest kept to cover the income
tax payable as a result of including the entire commission
as income on his tax return.
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accepted in the li~ht of his entire testimony and that of

Forrest and Dr. C.R. The vagueness of the terms on which

Gabriel claims re~istrant and he supposedly agreed for pay-

ments to registrant, the purported cash payments by him to

registrant which permit of no verification. the inability of

Gabriel to recall the amount of income derived from National

Business Consultants which would allow a judgment to be mede

on whether he was deriving a livin~ therefrom. ere all cir-

cumstances which normally are not encountered when business

relationships are of the kind Gabriel offers 8S an explanation

of his presence on registrant's premises. Moreover, Gabriel's

statemen~s on material matters while on the stand which were

inconsistent with or contradictory to previous statements

made under oath, and his admission with respect to one previous

statement that he had lied under oath lessen the credence that

can be given to his version of the relationship between himself

and registrant. Waldman's testimony favoring Gabriel is rejected

as being inconsistent with the greater weight of evidence indi-

cating that registrant arranged for Gebriel's services under an

agreement whereby his association wes not to be disclosed upon

registrant's recprds.

Accepting Gabriel's 8r~ument that the tenor of his testi-

mony with respect to National Business Consultants was that he

was not makin~ a livin~ from its operation merely adds to the
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weight of the evidence indicating that Gabriel was probably

derivin~ his livin~ from acting as an undisclosed salesman for

registrant. Further on the point and contrary to Gabriel',

argument, the inability of Gabriel to recall the amount of

National Business Consultant's income is not premised upon the

fact that he claimed his privilege under the Fifth Amendment.

Nor was any inference drawn from the assertion of that privilege.

Rather the findin~ flows from the answers ~iven by Gabriel to

a line of questions directly on the subject of the amount of
91

income enjoyed by that enterprise. At no time did Gabriel

indicate that he was concerned about answerin~ those questions,

and in fact, following the assertion of the privilege, the

Division went to some pains to foreclose the possibility that

Gabriel had given false testimony because of his concern regard-

ing an investigation then being conducted by another federal
101

agency. If, as now contended, Gabriel in fact was evasive or

testified that he did not recall the answers to the questions

because of that other investigation, then Gabriel's disregard

for his oath to testify truthfully in these proceedin~s becomes

even more evident.

The money order that Gabriel ~ave in payment of rent in

September, 1965 does not lend the support that Gabriel claims

91 See Tr. pp. 1463-69.

101 Tr. pp. 1472-73.
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for it. As brou~ht out in Gebriel's testimony, the peyment

wes .ede to the lendlord to cover the rent for the lest

month in the offices thet he hed occupied for neerly a yeer,
11/

end paid then because re~istrant had vacated those offices.--

Such payment does nothin~ to clarify or ~ive acceptable

reeson for the unusual arrangements that Gabriel cleimed he

entered into with re~istrant.

DCA and UUF

DCA, incorporated under Florida law in February, 1960,

is en~a~ed 1n the development and construction of residences

and communities in Florida. In 1961, DCA made a public offer-

ing of 200,000 shares of its common stock at $3 per share;

since then the stock has been traded in the over-the-counter

market.

DCA's net income for the year 1960 was sli~htly over

$200,000, which declined to $178,113 for 1961. and to $30,909,

or 3¢ per share for 1962. Earnin~s rose in 1963 to $75,587,

equivalent to 10~¢ per shar~ and a~ain dropped the following

yeer endin~ December 31, 1964 when net income amounted to

$20,312, less than 3¢ per share. For the year 1965. DCA

reported net income of $71.175, 8mountin~ to lOC per shftre.

In October, 1963 DCA and Alan Fink, one of DCA's pro-

moters, entered into a contract under which Fink agreed to

!!! Tr. pp. 1524-25.
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sell his holdings of 297,582 shares of DCA stock to DCA. In

exchange, Fink received DCA's promissory note for $297.000,

payable over a 20-year period in Bnnual installments of $10.000

plus 5010 of DCA's profits in excess of $10.000. The contract

also restricted DCA's dividend payments durin~ the time the

note remained unpaid, providing that no dividend could be

declared or paid in Bny year that DCA's current obligations

under the note were not met.

UUF, a utility company engaged in the d~velopment and

operation of utilities systems in Florida. was e wholly-owned

subsidiary of DCA until 1962. at which time DC; distributed

325.000 shares of UUF to DCA stockholders. Most of UUF's

operations were confined to areas in which DCA had en interest

in developing, and over half of UtF's business was derived

from DCA.

UUF's net income for seven months ending December 31.

1962 was $8,404, or 2~¢ per share, and for the entire year

1963 amounted to $1.441. less than ~C per share. For the

year 1964, UUF's net income declined to $77R, less than t¢

per share. and for 1965. its earnings were slightly better

than $2.000. In 1963 and 1964 stockholders' equity increased

32¢ and 6¢ per share. respectively. as a result of UUF's

receivin~ contributions in aid of construction. These con-

tributions, ..de by real estate developers, are. in effect.
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payments for the installation of utilities on the land being

developed. The contributions are not considered as earnings

by UUF and are shown on its statements of income and expense

as an item separated from net income and retained earnings.

DCA's and UUF's financial statements were requested by

registrant, Waldman, and Rose snd made available to them by

Alvin Sherman, the president of both companies. In addition,

Sherman acquainted Waldman and Rose with the terms of the Fink

contract and had frequent conversations with them regardin~

the operations of DCA and rUF and the prospects of the com~

panies. About the end of the year 1964 Sherm8n specifically

advised Waldman and Rose that 1964 would not be one of the

"better years" for DCA, and that DCA's net income would be

less than the $75,000 earned in 1963.

Fraudulent Offer and Sale of DCA and UUF Stock

From about JuLy, 1964 to May, 1905 trans8ctions, mostly

on a principal baSis, in DCA and UUF stocks accounted for 801-

to 901.of re~istrant's business. Salesmen were instructed

to concentrate their efforts on thOSE securities, and were

paid unusually lar~e commissions on their sales. Re~istrant'8

operations were those of a "boiler-room" in which salesmen.

using hi~h·pressure techniques, sold hi~hly speculative stock

by .eans of repeated telephone calls to persons unknown to
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them. Investors, many of whom could ill-afford to take

the risk of loss inherent in a purchase of DCA or UUF stock,

were induced to buy through misrepresentations and extravagant

predictions concerning the operations and earnin~s of DCA and

UUF and of a rapid rise in the market price of the stocks.

Misrepresentations were also made regardin~ the risk of loss

involved in a purchase of DCA or UUF stocks, the listing of

DCA stock on the American Stock Exchan~e, snd the prospe~ts

of a dividend in the form of cash or stock of a DCA subsidiary.

Other "boiler-room" techniques employed by registrant and its

salesmen were their insisting upon hasty decisions by cus-

tomers without concern for the customers' investment needs,

making of inconsistent recommendations which were based upon

the salesmen's interest in selling DCA and UUF stocks rather

than upon the intrinsic merits of those securities or the

customers' circumstances, switching of a customer's investment

from one stock to another without apparent reason, sending of

"wooden tickets" which purported to confirm purchases of securi-

ties which were not ordered, and char~ing customers excessive

prices for their purchases.

By Respondents Other Than Pollisky, Gabriel, and Harris

Bab~t attempted by telephone to induce J.H., with whom

he had no previous contact, to purchase DCA stock by representing

121 See Hamilton Waters & Co., Inc., Securities Exchan~e Act
Release No. 7725 (October 18, 1965).
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that DCA was a good investment on which money could be made

in a hurry, and that the price of the stock would ~o up in

a couple of days. Although J. H. refused to buy, he received

a confirmation from registrant for a purchase of 100 shares

of DCA stock. Davis induced one of his customers, A.M., to

purchase DCA stock by stating that DCA was buildin~ a JOO-unit

apartment house, owned two hotels, would spin-off stock of a

subsidiary, American Hardware Company, to DCA stockholders,

and expected to earn SOC to 60¢ in the next year. A second

customer, Mrs. H.L., was told by Davis in the course of

repeated telephone calls to her that DCA was practically with-

out risk, that he could practically guarante~ that she would

make money on it, that her profit would be sufficient to pay

for her car repairs and another vacation, and that DCA stock-

holders would be given stock in a hardware company. At Davis'

request, Rose also telephoned Mrs. H.L., tellin~ her that DCA

was an excellent investment and implyin~ that only good friends

of the salesmen were being allowed to purchase that stock.

During the course of eight or ten telephone calls to Dr. H.T.

in early 1964, Engelman tried to sell DCA and UUF stocks by

representing that UUF stock priced at $2 would be $3 in four

to six weeks because of the limited number of shares outstanding,

that UUF was expected to earn 20¢ per share for the year, and

that the price of DCA stock was due to rise. Althou~h Dr. H.T.
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refused to order either of the stocks. he received a confirm.-

tion of purchase on both stocks from registrant.

8y means of numerous telephone calls toward the end

of 1964 and in the first half of 1965, Fleishman sold three

customers DCA or UUF stock. R.H., who was celled five or six

times. was told that UUF wes a gas and electric public utility.

wa. buying up other companies. would become as lar~e as

Florida Power and Light. and had earnings of 6¢ or 7¢ per

share which would be ten times greater within a few years.

In selling 200 shares of DCA and 100 shares of UUF stock to

E.8 •• Flei.haan stated in the course of a number of telephone

conversations that DCA would be applying for 8 listing on the

American Stock Exchan~e within 45 to 60 days, that the stock

would shortly double to $6, that DCA's earnin~s were 45¢ to

50¢ per share for 1964, that DCA stockholders would receive

stock in a hardware or utility company beln~ purchased by DCA,

and that UUF earnings were good and would be better the follow-

ing year. In February. 1965, Fleishman caused E.B. to sell

his DCA stock and buy an additional 115 shares of UUF stock

by representing that the market for DCA stock would be going

down. J.H •• a third purchaser. who later canceled his order,

testified that in Hay, 1965, Fleishman representpd that DCA's

earnings had aultiplied meny times and would be $1 in 1965. that

DCA would be paying a dividend in 1965, and that the price of

the stock. then $5. would be around $10 by the end of the year.
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Gladstein sold UUF stock to W.G. with representations

that UUF would have a very good price rise within six months

to a year, and that the absence of dividends would be more

than ca.pensated by the increase in price. A few months later,

W.G. sold the UUF stock in order to buy DCA stock which

Gladstein stated to be a more promisin~ situation for a price

rise than UUF, and on which dividends could be expected.

Another customer, Dr. M.S., was told that UCF was a Rood

~rowth stock whose price would rise in a short time, and that

DCA stock was a good investment, a growth stock whose price

would 20 up in a matter of months. J.C. purchased DCA stock

in October, 1964 after bein~ told by Gladstein that DCA would

make l2%e in 1964 and 62%e 1n1965, that the company had a

lar~e ~overnaent contract for 1965, that hardware stock DCA

owned would be spun-off, and that the price of DCA stock would

ris~ to $4.50 in about three weeks. A second purchase of DCA

stock was made by J.C. the next month upon Gladstein's

assurances that the government contracts previously spoken

about would be comin~ in and that the pric~ of the stock would

increase. Representations to 8.1., who purchased UUF stock

in early 1964 after receivin~ numerous telephone calls from.
Gladstein, were that UUF stock had fantastic potential and in

a short time would increase in price to $14, and that UUF was

to mer~e with another company whose name he could not disclose.
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Gladstein tried unsuccessfully to induce B.l. to purchase DCA

stock by tellin~ him that the stock would increase to about

$5, and that he couldn't lose money on it. Gladstein was also

unsuccessful in his attempts to persuade L.T. to buy DCA stl)ck

which Gladstein represented to be a stock that would probably

be listed on the American Stock Exchange and would ~o up to $7

by the Spring of 1965. Although L.T. never ordered stock from

Gladstein, registrant mailed a purchase confirmation for 10C

shares of DCA stock to him.

In soliciting A.A. to purchase DCA stock, Pilnick

represented during a series of telephone ~alls that DCA had

earned 12~e per share in lq63 and wes expected to earn more

in 1964, that DCA stock had a book value of $6 or $7 per share,

and that th~ stock of a hardware company owned by DCA which

would be spun-off might well go to $5 per share. ~nother

customer. J.R •• was told by Pilnick that DCA stock would go

up from its then price of 2-1/8 to 5 or 6 in e short time.

that in relation to earnings the price of DCA stock was low,

that DCA earnings would be better in 1964 than in 1963, and

that a stock dividend might be paid when DCA spun off a sub-

sidiary. Following his purchase, J.R. received further tele-

phone solicitations from Filnick in which he was told that the

price of DCA was rising, that a stock dividend wes coming out

In a few months, and that DCA had received a million dollar
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contract to bUild a hospital in Florida which would yield

DCA a lTt net profit mar~in. In selling DCA and UUF stock

to three of his customers. Portnoy projected price rises

which would bring a profit of $100 within a couple of months.

double or triple the purchase price. or go to $6 to $10 per

share. In addition. Portnoy told E.R. that DCA was build-

ing apartments for retired people. told L.C. that UUF would

probably have earnings of 25e or 30e. and told A.I. that DCA

was supposed to be listed on the American Stock Exchange.

and that A.I. would not lose money with DCA. The DCA stock

purchased by A.I. in July. 1964 was sold in February. 1965

to pay for UUF stock which was bought at 5-5/8 on rortnoy's

representations that UUF stock would move up faster than DCA

stock. that the price would be goin~ to $10 or $12 within

three to six months. that UUF's earnin~s were 12C to l5C and

would ~o to 50C or 60e. and that UUF was 8 safe investment

which he guaranteed. Mrs. F.T •• a widow whose husband had

met Portnoy. received 8 confirmation from registrant addressed

to her husband who at that time had been deceased for eleven

months. The confirmation purported to confirm a purchase on

Septeaber 4, 1966 of 200 shares of DCA stock. which Mrs. F.T.

denied she had bought.

Repeated telephone solicitations were also used by

Lewis to sell stock to his customers. DCA was represented to
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J.P. as a co.pany whose 1964 earnings would exceed those of

1963 by a tremendous margin, and on whose stock there was a

good possibility that dividends would be paid. Lewis also

predicted that the then price of 2-3/4 for DCA stock would

go up to 6 or 6\ by the end of 1964 and that by then the

stock would be listed on the American Stock Exchange. Follow-

ing J.P.'s first purchase, Lewis continued to ur~e further

purchases because DCA was proceeding accordin~ to expecta-

tions. As a result, J.P. sold another stock to obtain money

to buy more DCA shares in October. 1964. Durin~ November,

1964 Lewis continued to press J.P. to make additional purchases

despite J.P.'s several refusals to do so because, as he told

Lewis, he could not afford further investment in DCA stock.

R.S., who told Lewis that he was using his son's money hoping

to accumulate enough for the son's college education, bought

DCA stock in October. 1964 when Lewis assured him that DCA

had the character of a utilities company, had earnings of

between lJ¢ and laC in 1963. and was puttin~ up apartment

buildings in Florida which would raise the value of the stock.

Further representations inducin~ R.S. to purchase were that

the price of 2-3/4 would ~o to 6 by July. 1965 and that the

stock would be listed on one of the exchan~es. A third cus-

toaer, S.C., bought DCA stock in November, 1965 upon Lewis'

statements that DCA was constructing an apartment building.
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hed control of a utility cOlDpany "which controlled the utilities

at Cape Kennedy," and would pay a substantial dividend on its

stock in January, 1965. Lewis also told S.G. that DCA stock

would double in value by January 1, 1965, and that he could

then sell half of his shares, receive all of his investlDent,

and still own the other half. S.G. agreed to purchase only if

Lewis verified his statements, but when he received a purchase

confirmation two or three days later decided to pay for the

stock confirmed even though he had not ordered it. Lewis also

offered, but S.G. refused to buy, stock in the utilities com-

pany described by Lewis as being controlled by DCA and con-

trolling the utilities at Cape Kennedy.

Ehrlich made frequent telephone calls to N.E. 8bout

December, 1964 to persuade him to buy DCA stock, representing

that DCA had built numerous apartment buildings and planned

to bUild a hospital and en office buildin~ in Florid8. After

N.E. h8d purch8sed DCA stock, Ehrlich had further convers8tions

in which he told N.E. that 8 spin-off was pending before the

S.E.C., and that 8 report W8S due shortly which would show

DCA's e8rning power to be 60C to 70e a share 8nd which, Ehrlich

hoped, would create enou~h intere~t in the stock to cause it

to rise to $7. Ehrlich also induced N.E. to buy UUF stock

by telling him that; l'VF was in the "building line" and dealt

with different builders in installing sew8ge and water drain
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lines. A sale of DCA stock was mede by Ehrlich to H.Z.

in early November, 1964 by means of representations that

DCA had acquired a substantial area of land which it was

~oin~ to develop and that with the be~innin~ interest of

other brokers in DCA stock, there was a chance of the stock

~oin~ up two pOints. After H.Z. had made his purchase.

Ehrlich a~ain spoke to him and that time told him about a

potential spin-off of a hardware company by DCA in 1965.

Mrs. B.B., who eventually ordered DCA and l'UF stock from

Ehrlich, told Ehrlich durin~ their first telephone conversa-

tion that she was interested only in listed securities. To

quiet her concern about DCA and UVF stocks beinr over-the-

counter securities, Ehrlich told her that he was concentratin~

on these two stocks because he had found out everything about

them and that they were not speculative, and would not balloon

up snd burst. Mrs. B.B. was persusded to purchase rCF stock

in February, 1964 by Ehrlich's statements made in the course

of many more telephone solicitatipns that rrF was a thin

issue in which a Csnsdian syndicate was interested, that

more money cou ld be made in m.!F stock than DCA, that the price

of CrF stock was "~oin~ to skyrocket." and that e hospital

hed been constructed which needed eas and electricity. After

a number of further telephone conversations. Ehrlich induced

Mrs. B.B. to buy DCA stock in April, 1965 with rppresentstions
that the same Canadian syndicate that had been interested in
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UUF was interested in DCA; that there was little DCA stock

available, which caused the price to go up whenever orders

~e placed; that DCA had grown about four times over the

last year; that its business was about four times the amount

of the previous year. Mrs. B.B. made a second purchase of

DCA stock in Hay, 1965 upon receiving a call from Ehrlich

informing her that DCA was in great demand, but that he was

advising a woman leaving for Israel to sell. Ehrlich went

on to say that he would like Mrs. B.B. to buy some of that

stock because she could make money on it but that she must

make up her mind very quickly.

Each and every one of the noted representations used

by these salesmen in offering and sellin~ DCA and UUF stock

was false in its entirety or misleading in character, and

the opinions and projections expressed were either without

any basis or lacked sufficient justification. DCA's and rUF's

earnings were not and have never been sufficient to support

predictions of a price rise in the stocks of those companies,

and this is espeCially true in regard to price rises which

were supposedly to take place within days or months. Nor

were there any future prospects for these companies upon which

the respondents could reasonably rely for a justification of

their opinions that the price of the stock would rise, earn-

ings increase, or dividends be paid. Sherman, president of

DCA and UUF since their inceptions, was in constant communi-

cation with Waldman and Rose during the period in question
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and indicated to them that 1964 would not be one of DCA's

better years. He denied that there was any basis for repre-

sentin~ with respect to DCA that it would have earnings

such as respondents predicted, intended to pay dividends,

or to spin-off a hardware company. Moreover, dividend pay-

ments were restricted durin~ the life of the Fink note, and

DCA's earnin~s were not such as to indicate any possibility

of dividend payments bein~ made as early as 1965. The record

further est8blishes that DCA's book value was never hieher

than $2.25 durin~ the period in question; that DCA did not

have a controlling interest in or operate a utilities company

which supplied utiiities for Cape Kennedy. an increase in

orders of four times those of 1964. a subsidiary named American

Hardware Corporation, or two hotels in Miramar. Florida; that

DCA was not buildin~ apartment houses on Cape Kennedy; that

DCA never had a contract to build a veterans hospital; and

that UCA had neither listed nor applied for listin~ of its

stock on the American Stock Exchange. rUF did not enga~e in

any merger ne~otiations with another company, did not contem-

plate payment of any dividend, and did not control, own, or

operate most of the utilities at Cape Kennedy. No Canadian

syndicate was interested in buyin~ [,UF, and UUF did not neces-

sarily benefit from DCA's contracts, as Ul7 was involved only

in DCA's subdivision developments.
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The falae statements, unjustified opinions end pre-

dictions, end feilures to disclose .. teriel fects concerning

the opereti~ns end finenciel results therefrom of DCA and " '.
UUF constituted e freud upon purchesers of those stocks by

respondents. Registrent's pattern of operetion, the conduct
of Weld.an- and ROle, and the noted sales practices cleerly esteb-

lish that during the period in question at least certein

sale.men joined end perticipeted in e schene conceived by

Weldmen end Rose under which registrent wes used by them as

e vehicle to offer and sell stocks of DCA end UUF to the public

through an intensive t1boUer-roOllltlcempeign end thet such

scheme was in operetion while Pollisky, Gebriel,end Harris

were sales .. n for registrent. Whether they or anyone of thea

joined or participeted in that scheme will be seperetely con-
13/

sidered.

Undoubtedly Weidman end Rose were ewere of the methods

being utilized by their selesmen, for they were the source of

Since Polli.ky did not join in the stipuletion entered
into between Gebriel, Harris end the Division thet testi-
aony end exhibits of certein inve.tor witnesses introduced
in the ce.e of S.E.C. v. Weld .. n, Rose Co., et II. (65
Civil Action File No. 1198) be Idmitted as evidence in
these proceedings, such evidence w.s not considered in
determining whether the scheme wes in existence Ind operl-
tion during the time thet Pol Iisky WIS employed by regis-
trent •• I .alesmen. The greeter weight of the evidence
reaeining .fter exclusion of thet covered by the stipula-
tion i. that such sche .. wes in existence Ind operetion
during Pollisky's employ ..nt.

~ 
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8Uch of the misinformation that was relayed to customers.

By their inaction after being informed re~ardin~ the use of

certain unsavory sales practices, Waldman end Rose evidenced

their acqUiescence and participation in the 8ctions of their

salesmen. In addition, Waldman and Rose affirmatively

i.plemented and encoura~ed the scheme by employing girls

with attractive telephone voices to make "cold calls" to

locate prospects for the salesmen, by payin~ unusually high

commissions to the salesmen, and by enga~ing salesmen having

backgrounds of previous association with "boiler-rooms," or

who were respondents in other proceedln~s before thr Commis-

sion. The similarity of the representations used by salesmen

in inducing purchases of DCA and UUF stocks, their proximity

to each other, the previous relationships between the sales-

men, and ,their acceptance of the unusual inducements to work

for registrant are adequate to show a joining and participa-

tion in the fraudulent scheme of Waldman and Rose.

Besides the misrepresentations made by its salesmen

and as a part of the scheme, registrant en~aged in further

fraudulent activity by mai1in~ "wooden tickets" purporting to
141

confirm purchases of unordered DCA and UUF stock, and by

141 R. A. Holman & Co •• Inc •• v. S.E.C., 366 F. 2d 446,451
(2d Cir. 1966); 'Shelley Roberts & Co" 38 S.E.C. 744,
751 (1958).
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char.in~ investors excessive prices for their pu~chases with-

out disc1osin~ that such prices were not reasonably related
151

to aarket price. In addition to investors who testified

that they had received confiraations from re~istrant on

unauthorized purchases of DCA and UUF stock, the extremely

high rate of cancellations of orders experienced by regis-
]!I

trant indicates that registrant resorted to the use of

tt~en tickets" as a sales technique. The record also

discloses that on at least 187 sales of the 264 sales of DCA

stock effected in 1964, registrant's prices ranged between

51 and 501 of its contemporaneous cost in a same day trans-

action, and that in connection with 120 of 188 sales of UUF

stock in 1964, registrant charged a price that was 7.11 to

1001 ~reater than its contemporaneous cost in a same day

transaction. The prices charged by re~istrant were clearly

excessive and cannot be considered as bearinA a reasonable

relationship to the market price for those stocks as deter-
171

mined by re~istrant's contemporaneous cost. Sales at prices

not reasonably related to the prevailing price constituted a
181

fraud upon those customers.

~I J.A. Winston & Co •• Inc •• Securities Exchange Act Release
No. 7337 (June 8, 1964); W.T. Anderson Company, Inc., 39
S.E.C. 630 (1960).

161 During the year 1964 over 351. of re~istrant's sales, account-
ing for nearly 201 of all shares of DCA stock, were cancelled,
and over 301 of its sales of UUF .tock representing more than
211. of all shares of that stock sold, were cancelled.

171 See J.A. Winston & Co., Inc., supra

.!!I Ibid.

•
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By Rorun Pol U.ky

Pol U.ky accepted employment as a salesman with

-ce,,\at-cant atte'C aee'¥.\n?,t'nat ~()'\.t\.()n at tn~,\\""t't\~l\~t
an acquaintance. Du'Cing the employment inteTView, \faldman
informed Pollisky that registrant's salesmen were doing well

by selling DCA and UBF stock that wes very low-priced.

Waldman further said that his interest in DCA and UUF was

long-standing and that he had started off with the companies

"at a very low price.- He also advised Po11isky that re~is-

trant would be se1lin~ securities of additional companies

within 8 month or six weeks, and that 8alesmen would eventually

be allowed to "go into other securities" provided the customers

paid for their transactions in such other securities in advance.

While Pol1isky apparently did not start sellin~ for registrant

until January, 1965, the employment interview appears to have

taken place on or about December 16, 1964 when he signed his

application to the National Association of Securities Dealers,

Inc. for registration as a re~istered representative of regis-

trant.

Po1lisky was initially officed in a room with lortnoy,

whom he had met previously, and with Gladstein, but moved to

the next room after a week or ten days when they told him to

RO there because it appeared that they "wanted to work with

a closed door." Ouring the time that he officed with Portnoy
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and Gladstein and some time later while still with re~istrant,

Pollisky many times overheard them tell prospective investors

that there was a "potential spin-off on a hardware company"

by DCA, that earnin~s were 60¢ to 80¢, and that there was a

possibility of the company earnin~ a dollar per share and of

the company's stock being listed on an exchan~e. Follisky

apparently was aware that such representations were Without

foundation, and when he "looked at them, cross-eyed" on one

occasion, they became annoyed with him and "thought it was

time [he) left the room." Off and on. after the first week

in the office. Pollisky spoke to Waldman about the representa-

tions he continued to overhear Portnoy and Gladstein usinR.

and they on the other hand complained about Pollisky annoyin~

them. As a result of those complaints. Waldman threatened to

fire Pollisky. saying that he didn't like Follisky's attitude.

In offering and sellin~ DCA and UUF stock. Pollisky

made misrepresentations and omitted material facts concerninR

DCA and UUF and the stocks of those companies. In Harch.1965

he succeeded in selling UUF stock to Hrs. A.Z., a widow of

very limited means with whom he had no previous acquaintance.

by making persistent telephone calls. In the course of those

conversations. he represented that an investment in UUF would

provide an opportunity for her to make a good profit. that

UUF's earnings would increase, and that the stock might rise
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two points in six months or so. Mrs. A.Z. inforaed him that

she vas a vidow vithout much inco.e and that she could not

afford to lose money whereupon Pollisky assured her that

UUF vas a good investment on which she would not lose. Before

inducing Mrs. A.Z. to buy UUF, Pollisky attempted to sell DCA

stock to her, but she decided to buy UUF stock because Pollisky

told her that it was a utility company and she therefore felt,

as she told Pollisky, the stock vas less risky. At no time

did Pollisky .ention the earnings of UUF other than to voice

his belief that they would increase.

In selling 100 shares of DCA stock on March 11, 1965

to Mrs. D.l., with whom he had no previous contact, Pollisky

in the course of four or five conversations stated that DCA

"had a good record behind it," and "expected it to grow

rapidly." He also represented that he expected the price,

then around 3, to go to 6 within six months or so. In a con-

versation after the first one, Pollisky stated that the price

of the stock had gone up and told Mrs. D.l. that if she

"wanted to get it when it was good, to get in riAht away."

Immediately after her purchase, Pollisky again telephoned to

urge her to buy more of the stock, telling her that "it was

still Aoing up, and doing very well."

Pollisky called I.A., another customer previously a

stranger, nearly every night for a week in March, 1965 to
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persuade hi. to buy 400 shares of UUF at 5 3/4. In the

course of the conversations with R.A .• Pollisky represented

that because re~istrant controlled large blocks of the stock

and had "big orders coming in to purchase the stock." uur
stock would double in price in two weeks to a month. that

UUF earnings wou ld "appreciate quite a bit;' that uur was

greatly expandin~ its business, and that R.A.'s satisfaction

with UUF stock would be the basis for future business between

them. Shortly after the UUF purchase, Pollisky 8ttempted to

interest R.A. in DCA stock. but R.A. refused to place an order.

saying that he was not interested until he found out what

happened on UUF. Although he had not placed an order for

DCA stock, R.A. received a confirmation for purchase of 200

shares of DCA stock from registrant.

The noted representations used by Pollisky to induce

purchases of DCA and UUF stocks were false and misleadin~.

h8ving no basis in fact or being without justification.

Pollisky's denials that he made such representations are

rejected as is such of his testimony that conflicts with

that of Mrs. A.Z .• Mrs. n.R •• and A.B.

The predictions of price increase for which there was
191

no warrant in themselves are a "hallmark" of fraud. and.

with the other misleading statements. constitute violations

191 See Floyd Earl O'Gorman. Securities Exchan~e Act Release
No. 7959 (September 22. 196~); Hamilton Waters & Co., Inc.,
supra; AlbioD Securities Company, Inc., Securities Exchan~e
Act Release No. 7561 (March 24, 1965).
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of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act and of Section lOeb)

and lule lOb-S thereunder.

Further, the record clearly and convincingly establi.hel

that Pollilky joined and participated in the .chame to

offer and lell stocks of DCA and uur to the public by fraudu-

lent a ..ns. Pollilky had previous experience in the

lecurities bulines., and knew or should have known and

recognized registrant for the fraudulent operation that it

was~ The characteristics of that operation were brought to

his attention beginning with his employment interview and

certainly became obvious by the time he was forced out of

the office he shared with Fortnoy and Gladstein. By

choosing to remain with regiltrant during the ensuing eight

weeks or so, and to offer and sell DCA and uur stocks by

aethods and misrepresentations that bore a resemblance to

those utilized by other of registrant's salesmen, Follilky

clearly demonltrated he intended to and did participate in

and further the scheme in question.

In view of the foregoing, it is concluded that ~ollilky,

lingly and in concert with other respondents, wilfully

Violated and Wilfully aided and abetted violations of

Section 17(a) of the Securitiel Act and Sections lOeb) and

lS(c)(l) of the Exchange Act and Rules lOb-5 and 15c1-2

thereunder.
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By Aaron J. Gabriel
As earlier noted, Gabriel interrupted a telephone

conversation between Forrest and Dr. C.R. for the purpose
of selling DCA stock to Dr. C.R. Gabriel induced Dr. C.R.
to purchas. by statementl that DCA was a low-priced stock
that was going up in a very short tiae, and that DCA would
shortly spin-off a hardware company. Gabriel also stated
that he had just returned from Florida and expressed the
opinion, based upon a personal check of the situation while
there, that DCA IIwasa good situation to get into.1I Tele-
phone conversations Gabriel had with other cUltomerl, which
Forrest overheard, included statements by Gabriel that
DCA was an excellent stock, that it would be $10 lIinno
time," that DCA wal expected to spin-off American Hardware
Corporation which was DCAls hardware diVision, that DCA
had a contract to build a veterans hospi tal at Vero Beach,
and wal building a hotel in Miaai. With respect to UUF,
Forrest heard Gabriel say that the III&rketfor UUF was
very thin, that there were only 40,000 shares, that the
stock should go to $10, and that the earnings of UUF should
continue to increase.

The false and misleading representations made to
Dr. C.R. and those which Gabriel was overheard using in
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offering DCA and uur stock to the public and the long
a••ociation with regi.trant under a lecretive arranga.ent
.uffice to establish that Gabriel decided to join and
participate in the fraudulent sch.e that Waldman and Ilole
hed conceived and activated.

Coun.el for Gabriel contends that the testimony
against Gabriel i. biased and unbelievable and that the
charge. again.t Gabriel, being essentially criminal in
nature, must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt. Neither
of these contentions has merit. As previously noted,
the testimony of Forrest and Dr. C.Il. indicating that
Gabriel wal a lalesman for registrant is given credence.
The testimony of Forre.t and Dr. C.R. relevant to Gabriel'.
sales practice. is allo credited, and that of Gabriel and
Ehrlich in that regard il rejected. While the evidence
indicates that Forrest and Dr. C.R. have a bias again.t
Gabriel, and that such bias vas a factor in their willing-
ness to testify against him, it does not appear that their
bias prevailed over their oath to testify truthfully.
Moreover, the representations that Forrest testified
Gabriel u.ed are similar to thOle used by other of regis-
trant's sale••en and fit the pattern of the over-all
scheme.
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The charges against Gabriel have been proved by
121

the required preponderance of the evidence, and it is

therefore concluded that Gabriel, singly and in concert

with other respondents, wilfully violated and Wilfully

aided and abetted Violations of Section l7(a) of the

Securities Act and Sections lOeb) and l5(c)(l) of the

Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5 and l5cl-2 thereunder.

By Allan Hards

Although Waldman hired him 88 a 8alesman, it b~came

apparent to Harris about three weeks after he started

working on or about the end of July, 1965 that rortnoy

and Gladstein were "in charge of everything," and were

the "bosses." About the same time, Harris also became
1!.Iaware of the injunctive action instituted by the Commission

against registrant, its prinCipals, and certain of its

salesmen, and of the preliminary injunction obtained in

that action.

201 See Underbill Securities Corporation, Securities
Exchange Act Release No. 7668, p. b (August 3, 1965).

111 S.E.C. v. Waldman, Rose & Company, supra.
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In offering and selling DCA stock, Harris induced
his custa.ers to purchase by aeans of false and lIil1eading
8tateaent8 of material facts. During conversations vith
Mrs. H.B. by telephone and at her place of work in a
supermarket, Barris persuaded her to purchase DCA stock in
July, 1965 at a price of 5 1/2. Mrs. H.B., who had never
purchased stoCK trom anyone other than Harris,woom she
tru8ted, and vho, al HarriS knev, had very limited lleanl,
vas telephoned numerous times and visited at her place of
employment by Harris to induce her to buy DCA stock.
Harris told her that "it was a good stock and it will go
up," that as a friend he vas adviSing her to buy, that she
was "foolish not to buy, II and assured her that she would
make money. Mrs. R.K., a 70 year old lady who Harril knew
to be a substitute school teacher, bought DCA stock at
5 1/2 in July, 1965 because Harris assured her that DCA
stock was a good investment for her, that the Hartford Fund
had approximately 40,000 shares of DCA stock, that she
would make money on DCA, and that the stock was not specu-
lative but a safe investment.

Mrs. R.K.'s understanding was that vhen a fund buys
shares such a8 the Hartford Fund va8 represented to have
done, "the corporation must be pretty good." In reality,
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Hartford Fund not only had not purchased 40,000 shares of

DCA stock, but had refused to acquire 25,000 shares that

had been offered to it by DCA stockholders.

Granting the contention of Harris' counsel that the

testimony of Hrs. H.B. and Hrs. R.K. was vague and even

confused in certain respects, nevertheless on salient points

to the extent indicated herein their testimony was direct,

positive, and credible. The denials by Harris that he made

the representations attributed to him by these witnesses

are rejected. Such denials lose credibility when conSidered

in context with his other testimony, especially in light

of his admission that he repeated to customers whatever

Waldman told him about DCA. The argument of counsel for

HarriS that Waldman" testimony was not admitted in evidence

aa to Harris and that therefore there waa no evidence as

to what Waldman may have told Harris about DCA ignores the

testimony of HarriS. He testified on cross-examination

that, among other things, Waldman told him that DCA was

expected to earn 70t per share in 1965, that he "could 'sell

it to your own brother, your own family," that he could

tell his customers "not to worry about this stock. They

will all do well." Such statements had no justification

in fact and when repeated to customers in the offer and

sale of DCA stock were false and misleading, as were those

made to Hrs. H.B. and to Hrs. R.K.
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In addition, it appears from the methods adopted by Harris

to induce purchases of DCA stock, and from his acquaintance

with the manner in which registrant, its principals, and

certain of its salesmen had been and were continuing to

operate that Banis joined in and participated in the

fraudulent scheme that was in being and operation during
~I

his employment with registrant.

In view of the foregoing it is concluded that Harris,

singly and in concert with other respondents, wilfully

Violated and wilfully aided and abetted violations of

Section 17(a) of the Securities Act and Sections lOeb) and

15(c)(1) of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5 and 15cl-2

thereunder.

Public Interest

In view of the wilful violations by Pollisky, Gabriel.

and HarriS, it is necessary to determine the remedial

action appropriate in the public interest. After careful

conSideration of the character and extent of the violations

involved, and of all the facts and statements submitted for

11.1 Cf. Coplin v , Urd.ted States, 88 F. 2d 652, 660 (9th
Cir. 1937), £!!!. denied, 301 U.S. 703 (1937).
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consideration in connection with the imposition of sanctions,

it is concluded that the public interest requires that these

respondents be barred from association with any broker or

dealer.

While it is true that neither Follisky nor Harris wes

with registrant for the length of time of other of regis-

trant's sales.en and that Gabriel did not devote his time

exclusively to registrant's bUSiness, the record demonstrates

that they joined and engaged in the pervaaive fraud that

marked registrant's operations during the period in question.

The lack of fundamental honesty shown by Follisky, Gabriel,

and HarriS, and their apparent lack of appreciation or com-

prehenSion of the high standards of fair dealing required of

the securities business, make it clear that nothing short of

a bar would suffice to protect the investing public from
231

the danger of receiving further injury from these respondents.

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that Norman 1:'0111sky,

Aaron J. Gabriel, and Allan Harris are each barred from

association with a broker or dealer.

All proposed findings and conclusions submitted by the
parties have been considered, as have their contentions.
To the extent such proposals and contentions are con-
sistent with this initiel deciSion, they are accepted.

• -
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This order shall become effective in accordance with

and subject to the provisions of Rule 17(f) of the Rules of

Practice.

Pursuant to Rule l7(f) of the Rules of Practice, this

initial decision shall become the final decision of the

Ca..ission as to each party who has not, within fifteen days

after service of this initial deCision upon him, filed a

petition for review of this initial decision pursuant to

Rule l7(b), unless the Commission, pursuant to Rule 17(c),

determines on its own initiative to review this initial

decision a8 to him. If a party timely files a petition for

review, or the Commission takes action to review as to a

party, the initial decision shall not become fin,l with

respect to that party.

Warren E. B18ir, HearinR Examiner

Washington, D.C.
Au~ust 21, 1967




